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Technical Specialist 
 

Wetlands & Ecology, Inc. (W&E), a small, woman-owned business incorporated in 1999, is 
looking for a part-time, as-needed scientist to perform technical work remotely on wide variety 
of environmental projects.  The following are some of the services W&E performs include:   

 
 Ecological risk assessment, predominantly in New Jersey, ranging from simple to 

complex projects 
 Applications for a variety of environmental permits throughout the mid-Atlantic region 
 Wetlands and Waters of the US delineations 
  Design, permitting and construction of green stormwater infrastructure   

 

To gain a greater understanding of the range of work that W&E performs, we encourage you 
to visit our website at www.wetlandsandecology.com.  The Principals at W&E have more than 
30 years of direct work experience in the Environmental Industry 

 

We consider this position ideal for the individual who cannot work full-time, but would still 
like to pursue challenging, technical work in their chosen field in a professional environment.  
Our ideal candidate will have a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Biology, Ecology, Chemistry, 
Geology or Environmental Science with three or more years of work in the Environmental 
Industry. 

 

W&E is an equal opportunity employer and this position provides compensation 
commensurate with the experience of the individual that is hired.  The position will require 
occasional field work, primarily in eastern Pennsylvania and New York and throughout New 
Jersey.  W&E provides worker’s compensation insurance, but we do not provide benefits (e.g., 
health insurance, holiday pay, vacation pay, etc.).  We expect the candidate to work remotely, 
meet occasionally to go over project work, and have the necessary hardware and software to 
complete assignments (Microsoft Office software and adobe). 

 

Interested parties should forward a letter of introduction and curriculum vitae to Derron 
LaBrake via email (dlabrake@wetlandsandecology.com). 


